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NEWSLETTER

This newsletter contains: Meet the Designers; Pandemic
Pilgrimage – Iona and Lindisfarne; A Personal View on…Doubt;
Churchwarden work during lockdown; J is for
Jubilee; Garden News plus the usual Vicar’s letter, daily
intentions for prayer and more…

From the Vicar
1st October 2020
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
‘If you want to make God laugh, tell Him your future plans’! So goes the old
saying. How true it is at the moment, given that I had fondly imagined COVID
would be past by now and also that our redecoration and repair works would be
complete! Alas and alack, trust neither the promises of politicians nor builders.
‘Suffering produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and character
produces hope, and hope does not disappoint, because God’s love has been
poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit’, S. Paul tells the Romans (5.3-5).
We are certainly enduring, and we must pray that this is producing in us character
and so hope. Endurance is the watchword for the coming months and we will
better endure, say the experts, if we have a routine in our lives to which we keep.
Happily, Christians have known this for a long time. Now is the time for me to
commend to you afresh the discipline of daily prayer and Bible reading. Saying
Morning and Evening Prayer (you can download the free Daily Prayer app or buy
the Daily Prayer book) each day is the perfect routine and also a wonderful way
of bookending your day with God and the horizon not of the depressing news
cycle but of eternity. If you’re not sure how to go about this then I am very happy
indeed to be contacted and to explain and assist.
The builders and architects – owing partly to a lack of site meetings thanks to the
Coronavirus restrictions – failed to inform us that the works were delayed and I
found out only on the afternoon of 28th September that the church would not be
finished until the end of October! Consequently we will continue with our present
arrangements (public Masses at 8am, 9am and 12 noon, live-streamed at 10.30am)
for the rest of this month.
At our PCC meeting on Monday evening we agreed what we do thereafter. From
the beginning of November we will move to two identical Sung Masses at 9.30am
and 11.30am. We will be able to fit fifty members of the congregation (plus a
small number of servers and choir) safely in each service; I hope this will be
sufficient provision. We will suspend both the 8am and 10.30am Masses until the
end of social distancing. There can be no congregational singing at the moment so
the choir will sing the Ordinary of the Mass and the Propers on our behalf

(although we will say the Kyries and Creed). We will return to having the organ,
together with incense and a small number of altar servers. We will continue to
live-stream one of the Masses. This is far from ideal (there will be the temporary
loss of the early Mass and the BCP liturgy, and congregational singing – not to
mention refreshments) but it is an improvement on what we have presently. It is
also more sustainable for me: last Sunday I took six services and preached five
times! The choice of times is to allow the choir to rehearse before each service;
the identical nature of the liturgies is to allow people to swap between them, have
a common experience and allow the preacher to write only one sermon.
Lest we be too downhearted, from Monday 12 th October we will return to public
Offices and Masses, Monday to Saturday. If numbers of people is a worry to you
then a midweek Mass might be a solution and if you need assistance with the
discipline of the daily Office then public Morning and Evening Prayer (8.20am
and 6pm) might be just the thing.
Above all continue to pray for an end to the pandemic and for one another and for
me and the PCC as we seek to respond to a constantly changing situation. Pray for
Cambridge and Anglia Ruskin Universities as they return and grapple with the
disease. Do also keep in your prayers our new Pastoral Assistant, Matthew
Fairhurst, whose mum tragically died on 29th September. Pray for her (Claire
Fairhurst) and also for Matthew’s sister Rachel as she mourns with Matthew. I ask
you to pray too for Audrey Bunting (a member of our 8am congregation) who is
gravely ill.
Endurance brings character, character brings hope and hope does not disappoint
because God’s love has been poured into our hearts. May we know that love in
Word and Sacrament this autumn and may our faithfulness in prayer shape the
character of Jesus Christ in each of us.

With love & prayers, I am, yours
ever in Christ,
Fr Robert

Meet the Designers – Stephen Dykes Bower (1903-1994)
by Jeremy Musson
LSM’s lovely little Chapel of the Holy Angels and All Souls, located in the
14th-century crypt under the sacristy, was formerly a medieval ossuary and
later a store room for Peterhouse. It was restored and dedicated as a chapel
only in 1961 by renowned church architect Stephen Dykes Bower (19031994) and is the only such crypt chapel in Cambridge.

Dykes Bower also initiated the whitewashing of the interior of the main
church, creating an interior effect evoked by 17th-century Dutch interior
paintings, quite different from the earlier effect of the stonework, but
enhancing the effect of both sunlight and candles. Dykes Bower was an
adventurous and determined practitioner of Anglican church design in the
great tradition.

Born in Gloucester on 18th April 1903, Dykes
Bower was the second of the four sons of
Ernest, a doctor, and Margaret (daughter of an
Archdeacon of Gloucester). He was educated at
Cheltenham and Merton College, Oxford
(where he was an organ scholar – his brother
John became a famous organist). A meeting
with the church architect Ninian Comper helped
him to decide to become an architect and he
trained at the Architectural Association in
London and set up in independent practice in
1931.
Encouraged by his friend, the architect and stained glass designer F.C.
Eden, Dykes Bower became a steadfast champion of a living Gothic
Revival design, against all the architectural fashion of the postwar era. He
especially admired well-crafted detail and bright colours. His biographer
Anthony Symondson observed: ‘For decades [he] stood completely alone
as a worthy successor to the Victorian and Edwardian tradition into the late
20th century.’
Dykes Bower built four completely new
churches, including the simple but
atmospheric red brick Church of the Good
Shepherd at Arbury in Cambridge. The
chancel was built in 1958 and the nave in
1963-64. Opened in 1963, it became the
church of its own parish in 1969.
Constructed as the surrounding housing
estate was being built, the church building
was funded by the original members of the
congregation, who actively collected
donations from local households. Dykes
Bower’s remarkable neo-Romanesque
church of St John the Evangelist in
Newbury (left, © St John’s) built in 1955-7,

replaced a church designed by William Butterfield which had been
destroyed by bombing.
Dykes Bowers’ work was otherwise principally in the context of older
buildings, including a large number of historic parish churches and
colleges. He restored both the principal courts of Magdalene College,
Cambridge during the 1950s. His exemplary restorations of great Victorian
churches included that of Bodley and Kempe’s painted decoration in St
John’s Tue Brook, Liverpool, in the late 1960s.
Under his surveyorship at Westminster Abbey, a post to which he was
appointed in 1951, he had to deal with the repair of war-damaged windows
and the restoration of the interior of the Abbey - not without some
controversy when it came to repairing the roof. But the interior we see
today, with its bright and vital appearance, is due in large part to his
surveyorship (which lasted until 1973). Centuries of grime were cleaned
from the stonework, and monuments cleaned and repaired. He worked with
craftsmen who had trained under Ninian Comper. William Butchart (who
had been Comper’s chief painter and gilder) painted and re-gilded several
Elizabethan and Jacobean monuments, and the organ screen and cases
were coloured. The Independent observed in 1994: ‘Dykes Bower found
the Abbey hidden beneath the dust of centuries. He left it as a unified work
of art, its disparate elements brought into harmony’.
At St. Paul’s Cathedral, he designed the postwar high altar and magnificent
baldacchino - based partly on Wren’s own original designs and partly on
Bernini’s baldacchino for St Peter’s in Rome - which replaced the
predecessor, designed by Bodley and Garner, which had received some
damage in the Blitz. Dykes Bower also designed the American Memorial
Chapel behind the high altar. Both these designs are still very much
admired today. He also worked on restorations of several bombed City
churches – most notably St Vedast’s, Foster Lane. Mark Girouard wrote in
1960 that Dykes Bowers’ work was a conspicuous exception ‘at a time
when those who practise in the traditional styles all too often fail to bring
credit to their profession’.

At Bury St Edmunds in Suffolk he extended and reordered the historic
parish church into a cathedral, and Sir John Betjeman called it ‘our finest
modern cathedral’. Warwick Pethers, formerly an assistant of Dykes
Bower, completed the handsome stone crossing tower (funded by Dykes
Bowers’ own generous bequest, although he had hoped for a spire) in 2005.
Alan Powers wrote in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography in
2004 that Dykes Bower ‘was generous with his professional time for any
cause he considered worthwhile, notably in his restoration and
redecoration of St Paul's, Salford, a deprived parish on the edge of
Manchester, which became a symbol of regeneration as his work
proceeded in the 1970s and 1980s.’. Powers also noted: ‘While viewed by
many as a throwback to the 19 th century, his motoring in a Rolls-Royce
and serving dry Martinis before meals were pleasures of his own time.’
Further reading
Stephen Dykes Bower, Anthony Symondson, 2011
‘Bower, Stephen Ernest Dykes’, Alan Powers, in the Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography (printed and online, 2004)
Surveyors of the Fabric of Westminster Abbey 1906-1973. Reports and
letters edited C. Reynolds, 2019

An A-Z of Interesting Things

J is for Jubilee

A Jubilee is a special year of remission of sins and
universal pardon. In Leviticus, a jubilee year was said
to occur every 50 years, during which prisoners and
slaves would be freed, debts written off, and God’s
mercy would abound.
In Western Christianity, Pope Boniface VIII
established a holy year in 1300 – this was followed
every 25 or 50 years with jubilee years, extra ones
being decreed if needed. Catholic jubilee years usually
involve some sort of pilgrimage, often to Rome.

A Personal View on … Doubt
by Rod Tipple
Doubting Thomas was hardly alone. All believers are doubters. If 'I know
that my Redeemer liveth', I'm either overstretching know or have no need
of Faith. And our history tells us that the man with no doubts is the most
dangerous of men. Doubt is our God-given shield against Error. When I
hear from above me that “We are the Church” I always look around. The
'we' begs its question and the 'the' sows a doubt. We are a church in fact
(probably one of too many?). Likewise I might wonder why He came down
when millions were already dead; or how safely did memory and probity

put the New Testament together? How come for that matter that bloody
Crusades obtains Christianity's sanction? And so on, and so on.
Until I recall that the first port for Doubt sits in our mirrors and Doubt risks
dismissing what is hard-to-believe as therefore untrue. "I am the Truth".
"Follow Me". At a time of His choosing which no doubt was timely, the
Word became clear to us. Your Redemption matters enough to Me to die in
its cause beyond all your doubting.
[Your editor would like to hear from you if you would like your
Personal View on something to be considered for publication in a future
issue.]

Our beautiful church,
emerging from
scaffolding, the interior
restoration work nearly
completed.

Calendar and Intentions
for
October 2020

The list of Thanksgivings and Intercessions offers a focus
for our daily prayer, both at the Offices and Mass,
and in our personal times of prayer.

The Vicar would be glad of suggestions or
additions to the list of daily intentions.

Calendar for October
THU 1st
FRI 2nd
SAT 3rd

S. Remigius, bishop & missionary
Holy Guardian Angels

SUN 4th
MON 5th
TUE 6th
WED 7th
THU 8th
FRI 9th
SAT 10th

17th SUNDAY after TRINITY

SUN 11th
MON 12th
TUE 13th
WED 14th
THU 15th
FRI 16th
SAT 17th

18th SUNDAY after TRINITY
S. Wilfred of Ripon, bishop & missionary
S. Edward the Confessor, king

SUN 18th
MON 19th
TUE 20th
WED 21st
THU 22nd
FRI 23rd
SAT 24th

19th SUNDAY after TRINITY
S. Luke, evangelist

SUN 25th
MON 26th
TUE 27th
WED 28th
THU 29th
FRI 30th
SAT 31st

LAST SUNDAY after TRINITY
Alfred the Great, king

S. Faith, martyr
of Requiem
S. Denys, bishop & companions, martyr
S. Paulinus, bishop & missionary

S. Teresa of Ávila, religious & doctor
Nicholas Ridley & Hugh Latimer, bishops & martyrs
S. Ignatius of Antioch, bishop & martyr

of the Blessed Virgin Mary

Ss Simon & Jude, apostles
James Hannington, bishop & martyr

Daily Intentions & Anniversaries of death
The Church’s mission in Europe David Walser, pr., Lester Vellanoweth, Audrey Gulland 1st
That we may invoke angelic assistance
2nd
Cambridge & Anglia Ruskin Universities
3rd
Our Parish & People
Magda Phillips 4th
All who pray the Rosary
John Wade 5th
Victims of sexual abuse
Elizabeth Knight 6th
CamTrust
Irena Findlow, Peter le Huray, Derek Hulyer
7th
Medical researchers
8th
Those persecuted for the Faith
9th
The conversion of our nation
10th
Our Parish & People
Catholic Tradition in the Church of
England
The Queen
The sick
Deepening of our spiritual life
Ridley Hall
Christian Unity
Our Parish & People

11th
Geraldine Adams 12tth
13th
Eric Horne 14th
Isobel Furley, Thomas Timmins 15th
16th
Bertie Clough 17th
Frederick Linsey 18th

Missionaries
Dale Shelton Reed 19th
The unemployed
Percy Poulter, Alice Royston 20th
Pembroke College & Peterhouse
Norman Cruttwell, pr. 21st
The housebound
Winifred Staples, Jennifer Moseley 22nd
Shops & businesses in the parish
Frederick Waring, David Hall 23rd
Peace
Meredith Dewey, pr., Robert Wolverson, Freddie Webber, Patricia Nutbrown. 24th
Our Parish & People
The Mission of the Church of England
Faithful departed
Those who despair
Bishops
Calcutta Cathedral Relief Service
All who use the occult

25th
26th
Margot Fynes-Clinton, Michael Jackson, pr. 27th
Patricia Chopourian, Donald Clough 28th
Beatrice Bicheno 29th
Edith Lock 30th
Richard Crowden, Charles Holland 31st

Pandemic Pilgrimage – Iona and
Lindisfarne, September 2020-09-24
by Charles Moseley
Iona. The first big
storm of autumn,
and it won’t be the
last as this year
unwinds to its
close. We were
lucky to get across
the sound before
the southerly gale
butting against the
tide closed the
ferry. Migrating
birds are blown
about on the wind,
with wild geese
battling the gusts,
webs spread, flight
feathers panned, as
they come in to
land. The
Highland bull –
he’s a friendly
fellow, if a bit
short of
conversation,
whom I have met before - is for once able to see me properly, for his long
fringe on his forehead is streamed back by the big wind.
The familiar, loved, place, was unfamiliarly quiet: the Abbey, closed; the
Bishop’s House and Chapel, closed; the Catholic House of prayer (our

usual roost) with its lovely oratory overlooking the dawn sea, closed. Our
favourite place for lunchtime soup, run by the Church of Scotland, closed.
Good for us, perhaps, for Iona is always a place where you feel you are
letting things go, first as you make your way there across the empty road
over the Mull hills, where the importunate phone does not work and cattle
across the road could not care less about your hurry, then when you have to
leave your car and take only what you can carry across to the cradle of the
conversion of the North, the powerhouse, in every sense, of the Spirit. You
have to go, like many thousands before you, just as you are, more or less.
Let go. Stop. You have no option.
Rosanna’s favourite spot for meditation, a quiet corner of the Abbey where
people have left little patterns of beach stones, written requests for
intercession, a little wooden cross on the windowsill, she could not get to. I
could not get into my own favourite spot, the 12th-century St Michael’s
Chapel, where a single window on the east lights our darkness in the two
rows of stalls. But the ancient rocks of the island, some the oldest on the
planet, remained, and gave their silent witness facing out the noisy passion
of the storm.
But, slyly avoiding the notice of three or
four wet people desultorily, dutifully,
depressedly looking at the clearly-labelled
foundations of what had been the
Benedictine monastery – founded long
centuries after Columba came here to
change the world - I tried the worn-shiny
latch of the tiny door into the shrine where
ten centuries of pilgrims had come to
venerate the relics of Columba. Knock
and it shall be opened - it was unlocked!
Stooping almost double, I entered the tiny
space which has room for about four
people. Here, in the floor, archaeology
found there had been two kist burials, almost certainly those of Columba and
possibly Adamnan. I shut the door, hoping that others would think it locked.

Time slowed. A simple altar, two icons of Columba with the horse that wept
for him as he neared death, a repro of the Pantocrator icon from St
Catherine’s on Sinaï, one of the very few to have escaped the wholesale
iconophobia that gripped the Eastern Church in the seventh century - and
me, just as I was, dripping. The wind could hardly be heard. Be still.
I came out very carefully, but not carefully enough. Nobody saw me, but,
turning to shut the deeply recessed door, I banged my eyebrow on the stone
of the arch, and gave myself a minor black eye. That’ll teach you to be
unwelcoming! It was a good place to say Matins before breakfast, and to
use the beloved Latin of the canticles where nobody could hear my bad
pronunciation except the angels.
Too soon, but oddly, soon enough (for something imperious says there is
work to do) we took the ferry back, picked up the car, and drove north for
an interlude in Skye before once more plunging into Things.
But on the way down Aidan’s, and Cuthbert’s, Lindisfarne called. Why
not? Iona was where Aidan trained, whence he was summoned to
spearhead the conversion of Northumbria by King Oswald. That wise king,
who had himself been converted in Iona, gave him the island, within sight
of the royal seat
at Bamburgh and
near the great
royal hall of
Yeavering.
So:
start
the
excursion
to
recalibrate
the
imperatives with
a trip to one holy
island, and finish
it with a trip to
another.
The
weather
could
hardly have been more different: balmy sun, hordes of people in holiday
mood and undress, their cars making the causeway across the sands – only

safe at low tide - noisy and
hazardous. In contrast, a few
barelegged people made their
muddy way across the sands by
the old pilgrim route. By the large
car park, an ice-cream van, a
seafood stall did good trade. On
the road into the village, two stalls
selling vegetable and other
produce of only indifferent quality
were, to judge from the large
emphatic notice one had set up,
engaged in a bitter turf war. The
pubs were doing a good trade. A
regular procession of people made
their way to the castle which the
founder of Country Life bought
and had Lutyens restore. Gertrude Jekyll’s garden was popular. The walk
along the harbour was problematic because social distancing was not easy
along the narrow path. In the museum, informative notices had a polite
subtext that implied, alas perhaps rightly, that most readers would not be,
shall we say, of the Faith. The ruins of the Priory – well, there are traces on
the wind-eroded sandstone piers of the nave that show it had been a sort of
miniature Durham Cathedral, and the so-called Rainbow Arch – actually
once one of the two crossing ribs of the vault under the tower – was
skeletally stupendous against the sky, but… seen one Benedictine ruin,
seen ’em all. Nothing here for the spirit save a reminder of ‘the distress
that we are in, how Jerusalem lieth waste, and the gates thereof are burned
with fire.’ Irritation mounted. Then we said, ‘Let us arise, and go to the
islet where St Cuthbert built his first solitude.’ That short way across the
low-tide sand, across the multitude of broken shells, slipping on the
bladder wrack growing on the exposed knobs of the black whinstone that
an ancient volcano aeons ago spewed out, was liminal. A few people stood
with their backs to the big wooden cross marking the oratory, binoculars at
the ready, watching a few swimming seals: they had not noticed the 500 or
so hauled out on the big sandbank across the water for a refreshing rest
from guzzling on fish. A rectangle, ten feet by eight or so, of worked stone

marked the foundations of an oratory, and next to it the remnants of a cell.
Beneath the big wooden cross were placed little offerings: a few coins, dull
with weather, a pattern of shells, and a three-inch stone with on it, in white
paint, ‘I am Alpha and Omega, the First and the Last.’ I sat down on the
broken wall. A woman sitting further along, obviously at prayer, looked

up and smiled: recognition. Rosanna came and sat beside me. ‘It’s about the
right time,’ she said, ‘so we might as well.’ So we said the Angelus together,
not quite daring to sing it. And sat for a while in silence, thinking our
thoughts - is that prayer? - here, where prayer has been valid. This is what
we came for. Carried on the wind we could hear the seals on the sandbank
singing. At least we thought it was the seals.
Less is after all more. If only one could keep that in mind… but it became,
as usual, a memory of a difference, as we made our way down the busy
A1.
Charles Moseley is an academic, author and lecturer who has known Little
St Mary’s since his undergraduate days a long time ago.

Churchwarden work under
lockdown and beyond
by Janet Nevitt
As we went into lockdown Fr Robert was left with an
absent congregation and no church to worship in.
Initially we had to nominate one person to have access
to the church for security purposes only. He did really
well in establishing an oratory at one end of his
vicarage study, probably never imagining we would have to go through
Passiontide, into Holy Week and Easter, and weeks beyond that. Many were able
to join him in the streamed services. For those who were not able to use the
technology, very clear pamphlets and lists of readings, including a Sunday
sermon, were distributed by Elaine, our excellent and reliable administrator who
had to work remotely from home. During this time your Wardens maintained
contact with Fr Robert by phone and text. The diocese was regularly sending out
guidance as to what we could do.
We had agreed tenders with Lodges for the redecoration of the church. This is a
firm we know well so it felt right to go ahead with the erection of the scaffolding
and redecoration during the time when we could not use the church for worship.
In order to set up the cameras in church for the streaming, the Vicar liaised with
Matthew Dilley who had previously been responsible for the new sound system.
This is not temporary, as it is intended to stream some services for those who
cannot get to church. By streaming, Fr Robert has extended his congregation to
Canada and other countries.
The Wardens started to meet the vicar via Zoom. In normal times your Wardens
meet our very busy Vicar regularly to discuss the ongoing running of the parish
and to support him in all he does. Apart from the parish Fr Robert has additional
responsibilities, not least as the Rural Dean of Cambridge South.
Once we got beyond Easter the need for a meeting of the Standing Committee
became necessary. We caught up on various projects. The Social Responsibility
Group had identified some very needy causes and it was agreed to share £10,000
to the various charities we support (PNGCP, Jimmy’s Cambridge, Cambridge
City Food Bank, St Cyprian’s Sharpeville, Friends of CCRS, Cambridge Aid and
the Medaille Trust Ltd). The Treasurer had encouraged the parish to give via
BACS in lieu of using the collection plate and wall safes, which had disappeared
for the time being. The committee were updated on the estate of Michael Waring

and decided to allow the present tenant of the house to renew his tenancy. We
discussed the possibility of eventually funding a priest to work with the Vicar.
This would cost the parish £40,000 plus accommodation. The diocese is in favour
of this project.
It was at a meeting in May that we agreed that Lodge & Sons should be given the
contract for the redecoration. Peterhouse has responsibility for the part of the
work pertaining to the Chancel area and met with Richard Martin to agree this.
Via Zoom, Matthew Fairhurst was interviewed for the Lay Pastoral assistant post.
He joined us in September as part of the Ministry Experience Scheme with South
Cambridge Deanery. Unfortunately, Matthew’s mother is very unwell* so this
may affect his attendance initially. As it became apparent, we were not going to
be able to meet again in groups, and it was decided to convene a PCC meeting on
12th May, via Zoom (not ideal as this excludes some of our members). We
reviewed the decisions which had been made by the Standing Committee. A
further Zoom PCC meeting was arranged for 14th July, at which Stuart Jenkinson
was elected as Honorary Secretary to take effect from the APCM. We are really
grateful for all the hard work Richard Morgan has put into the secretarial role.
The garden has had a much-needed tidy up by Nick, paid for from the Sally Head
Garden Fund. The band of volunteer gardeners is back, working hard on the
maintenance.
The PCC has recently discussed the revised service times for October when we
regain the use of the whole church and therefore an increased capacity of 50
people, socially distanced
Elaine, now back in the office, has been a tremendous help. She did a course on
the provision of Covid-19 safe places which is proving so useful as we move
forward to accepting applications for letting of the Parish Centre.
I hope this assures you that your Vicar and elected officers have continued to be
working hard on your behalf to ensure that LSM’s mission continues and we will
be prepared for the future.
*Since Janet wrote this,Claire Fairhurst has sadly died - see Fr Robert's letter
above.

Garden News
The birds must be pleased. As the garden is now open each day we
have been able to fill the 6 feeders we have around the garden.
Saturday morning working parties are starting up again – next one:
10th October from 9.30am. Everyone welcome!
Christine Tipple cstipple@gmail.com

